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US Futures-World Markets: The reopening trade hit a partial snag this morning as the FDA and CDC call for a
“pause” in the use of Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine due to possible clotting issues (6 cases with no details
yet). This seems like an excuse for some investors to take money off the table with stocks at all-time highs.
I’m somewhat surprised we aren’t down more, but this shows where we are in the recovery cycle and how
high economic expectations remain for the coming months. States had already lowered expectations on the
amount of J&J doses. Will we start to hear more talk about a delay in Americans receiving second shots of
Pfizer/Moderna to make up for the delay in J&J doses? Moderna is +6% premarket on the news. JNJ is -3%.
The crypto run continues. Bitcoin is up another 5%. Ripple soared. It was +30% yesterday and is +20% today.
Ethereum is +4%. We receive CPI data at 8:30 am ET. The expectation is a jump of 2.5% as investors keep an
eye on inflation. CPI definition https://bit.ly/3nITj5s .S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -8.40, 10-Yr Yield: 1.680%
CORE Headlines:
 Chinese president Xi Jinping is confronting the Biden administration with a new world view, that
Beijing’s decades of not challenging the US as the global leader are over—and that there will be “no
room for compromise” on Taiwan.-WSJ (Is anyone surprised by this? Maybe John Kerry?)
 Novavax has pushed back the timeline for hitting its production target of 150 million COVID-19
vaccine doses per month until the third quarter due to supply shortages including bags used to grow
cells, a company spokeswoman told Reuters.
 Southeast Asia's biggest ride-hailing and food delivery firm Grab Holdings agreed to a merger with
U.S.-based Altimeter Growth Corp in a deal that values Grab at an initial proforma equity value of
about $39.6 billion and will lead to a public listing.-Reuters
 China's market regulator, fresh from fining e-commerce giant Alibaba $2.75 billion, said it warned
nearly three dozen internet companies to stop using any banned practices such as forcing vendors to
use their platform exclusively.-Reuters
 The US budget deficit widened to a record $1.7T for six months as federal stimulus checks fueled
spending—the budget gap for March alone rose to $660B, as the government issued the third round
of funding to help Americans survive the pandemic.-WSJ
 Senator Josh Hawley (R-MO) introduced legislation that would ban mergers and acquisitions from any
company above $100 bln in market cap (A blanket ban? Is this guy serious? Spoken like a true
attorney who never ran a business.)
 Prices are surging for raw materials, leading to higher costs for companies from home builders to
clothing makers—and if history is any guide, the trend will boost corporate bottom lines and
investors as well.-WSJ
 Microsoft: Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives called the tech giant’s acquisition of NUAN a strategic "no
brainer" move, and he rates shares of both companies as outperform, or buy.-IBD
 DPZ: The pizza chain, in partnership with self-driving delivery startup Nuro, will begin delivering pies
with the help of autonomous robot cars as part of a pilot in Houston beginning this week.-NYP
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Some pubs and stores have reopened in England, sparking hopes for an economic recovery in a
country hard-hit by the pandemic, but the crisis has left Britain with deep economic wounds that will
take time to heal.-NYT
Finance executives are upset about not being involved in President Biden’s infrastructure plan, which
instead of taking a public-private approach will deploy a tax-and-spend strategy for building and
repairing projects.-FT
The White House commission to study potential changes to the Supreme Court will also have to
grapple with how to change the Senate, where confirmation clashes show how much power senators
have to shape the high court.-RollCall
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky recommended that Michigan shut down businesses to lower
coronavirus cases, but Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer sees those actions as politically risky
amid public opposition to restrictions.-NYT
President Biden discussed a five-cent federal gas tax increase yesterday.-Bberg
Some businesses in Minnesota were looted vandalized amid protests following police shooting of
Daunte Wright.-CBS

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Substack- Ava: How to avoid half-heartedness https://bit.ly/3scAqci
 Fast Company: TerraCycle and recycling revolution https://bit.ly/3dXaKev
 Exurbe: Cool look at Rome if you have traveled there https://bit.ly/3wSAwJt
 Golf: The secret to growing azaleas like Augusta National https://bit.ly/3g1TMOT (An unlimited
budget would help.)
 Taste of Home: What food product came out the year you were born? https://bit.ly/3dUFOeV
All charts from The Daily Shot:
some updates on inflation.
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• Nomura’s estimates show faster price increases last month. Here is the core CPI forecast.

Source: Nomura Securities
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• High-frequency indicators point to robust monthly gains in used car prices and hotel rates.
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Source: Nomura Securities

• Manufacturers reported substantial gains in input costs last month. The PPI report confirmed that trend, with
processed intermediate goods prices rising sharply (2 charts).
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Source: @markets Read full article

James Bullard suggested that the Fed will review its QE policy when the US hits a 75% vaccination
rate.

Source: @markets Read full article

According to Oxford Economics, that will occur in July. Perhaps the Fed will wait until the Jackson
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Hole Symposium. Are markets prepared for QE taper to start later this year?

Source: @GregDaco, @OxfordEconomics
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US consumers are ramping up their travel plans.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

Dining out is recovering, led by southern states.

Source: BofA Global Research
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The S&P 500 is testing resistance at the upper Bollinger Band.

h/t Cormac Mullen
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Bearish investors have been capitulating. (Contra-indicator?)

Source: Truist Advisory Services
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Short interest in S&P 500 stocks appears to have bottomed. (Another near-term contra-indicator?)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs

NVIDIA is moving into Intel’s territory.
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Source: CNBC Read full article
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Major cryptocurrencies have been outperforming bitcoin.
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The market still expects the first Fed hike in Q4 of next year. (Most important chart of the day.)

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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NYC restaurant spending:

Source: BofA Global Research
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US structurally deficient bridges:

Source: Statista
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